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Maar or dperations, :;a1.1alrg 26 October 1953

Ci w43 ftchatte ;ieeting with vrallspice 1
on 20 October 1953

—

1. As arranged at the previous .4oeting (sou 41 il17) case officer 1
t was to meet agent :irallapice 1 on 20 October 3.953 at 2000 hours in the

.a-aaaapice 1 safe apartment. c;ase officer arrived at the safe apartment at 1950
and agent apared pm:aptly at 2000 hours. Tho purpose of the meeting, which lasted
WI minutes, was to receive from egent his final draft of the defection letter which
is to be used in a ROW defection profram.

PRO3aar.

2. None

OPMATIONal. MATTLlis

3. Arent sutmitted his third and final draft farm of a letter which will be
used in a	 defection prorram by 	 3 This draft was a vast in.
proveaent over the two previous ones in that the letter was of proper length, it
held a firm and straight-forward tone and agent had increased the patriotic note of
the letter considerably. however, agent le concluding paracisph in which he made the
plea that prospective defector should transfer his motivation to the '0,:e8t was too
short on dioconnected from Ube body of the letter. Also agent did not sufficiently
connect tho 1.heme of the poor agricultural and commie conditions in the USSR with
a satisfactory reason as to why the potential or prospective defector should transfer
his motivation to the .act. agent therefore added on the spot a few sentences at the
end of the parkxsph rmindi ng the prospective defector that he could beet serve his
fellow eatmtrymen suffering in the EL,Sa by joining the many former soldiers and of-
ficers of the Russian Army who are now workine for a Free Russia. (C.O. hotel After
studying the defection letter with C._	 : and t:	 '.*s agreed that
one or two sentences could easily be insertee i;J agent's defection letter which
would sufficiently connect the theme of the letter (i.e. the poor commie and agri-
cultural condations in the 1LASR) 4th 4 satisfactory reason why the potential defec-
tor should transfer his motivation to uhe fiest. The lie10 will forward a copy of this
defection letter under separate cover in its final fora. In general the defection
letter was a acted bit of work on agent's part and the theme which agent selected and
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the tono which agent used in presenting this theme were especially . owl.)

4. A.:;ent reported that he had heard nothing new concerning the blackmail attempt
by Maria PFARND although agent agreed that something concrete could came of this
mail attempt. He felt that the main reason for this whole affair was the ardmosity
existing between Herrin* Sturkner. Agent felt that Sturkner had exaggerated the situa-
tion somewhat.

PERS0k4L MATTERS

5, Agent reported that be had boon to a doctor recently in order to get some
treatment for a head cold which agent could not get rid of. The doctor informed him
at the time that the head cold ems a result of infected teeth and inflamed anus glands
in the eh.* bones and was lammed that agent would have to undergo a minor operation
in order to cure this ailment. Agent said that the operation and initial root period
mad take 6 - 7 days. It seems that several teeth have to be extracted and a hole
drilled from the gam up to the sinus glands Which in turn mill be drained. Agent :Yr
quested that he be paid the usual $100 in Schilling. hors in Salzburg this month in-
stead of baying that $100 deposited in the States as has been usual practice. Agent
said he would use this money to pay for this extra medical expense.

OGMMUSIGATIONS

6, It we agreed to meet again en 26 October 1953 at 1000 hours in the Orallepice
1 safe apartment.
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